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Quertermous
Speaker At
Rotary Meet
- - 4
John Quertermous was the
speaker yesterday at the Murray
Rotary Club. Querterrnous Is
president-elect of the club.
He reviewed a recent meeting
he attended in Owensboro, and
reported to the club that Rotary
this year is desiring complete
cooperation from all commit'ees
in the organization.
iertermous, chairman of the
Canmunity Service Committee
nf , tbe club, said that an effort
will be made to have this com-
mittee render a greater service
to the community.
He called the Chairmen of the
various sub-committees forward
to give then a folder on their
committee, which explained in
detail just what the duties of
that committee cocriprieed.
NIfe urged that all committee
chairmen give thought to the
plans of their committee for the
coming year and to make them
as complete as possible.
Quertermous was introduced by
Pres. -lent Hugh Oakley. Visiting
Rotarians were 0. L. McElroy
of Emminence, Kentucky and Al
Lindsey of Mayfield. John Gra-
ham was a guest of George Hart
aad Fred Furrer of Melborne,
Alstralia was a guest of Verne
/kyle. Mr Ferier is a co-owiser-
of the large Furrer and Furrer
Stove Company in Australia.
Bill Wallace reported that the
attendance last week was 93.5
per cent.
John Quirtermous
Bob Moore
Passes Away
In Louisiana
Bob Moore, age 62, passed
away suddenly following a heart
attack Wednesday night at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. Blon-
dwie Cook in Leesville, La.,
Wit whom he was visiting at
the time.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Mattie Moore, Rt. 1, Hazel;
two daughters, Mrs. Blondavine
Cook, Leesville, La., and Mrs.
011ivene Erwin, Rt, 1, Hazel.
He was an active member of
the South Pleasant Grove Meth-
odist Church where the funeral
will be held Saturday afternoon
ab. 2:30 o'clock, with Bro. Hill,
o. John Pugh and Bro. Child-
ress officiating. Burial will be
In the church cemetery.
Friends and relatives may call
at the home on Route 1. Hazel
until the funeral hour. The Mil-
ler Funeral Home of Hazel has
charge of the funeral arrange-
ments.
i.--Weather
I Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy today with scattered
showers or thunderstorms, high
82 Partly cloudy tonight, low
• Satiirday partly cloudy and
mild with scattered thundershow-
ers likely.
IN OUR 78th YEAR •
•
f Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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State Employee
Refused Hearing
Before Merit Board
Some 5:30 a m temperatures:
Louissille 61. Covington 58, Pa-
ducah 61, Bowling Green 64,
Lexington 60, London 10 and
HopkinsvIlls—lhr
Evansville, Ind., 06.
FRANKFORT U — The State
Merit System Personnel Council
has refused to grant a hearing
to a former employe of the
state Department of Economic
Security who said she was fired
for criticising. Gov. A. B. Chan-
dler.
Ruth Murphy, nischerged May
1 as an organization and methods
examiner, said Thursday she had
sent a second request for a
hearing to Merit System Super-
visor Harry C. Martin.
Martin wrote Miss Murphy
she was not entitled to a hear-
ing because her separation was
due to abolition of her job dur-
ing a reorganization of the sec-
tion in which she worked.
In her second request for a
hearing, Miss Murphy said she
wants to offer evidence "that
the abolition of her position was
motivated with prejudice toward
her as an individual."
She said that Economic Secur-
ity Commissioner Vego E. Barnes
told her during a conference
April 24 she was being dis-
charged "because of continuous
complaints from the governor's
office about her making de-
rogatory remarks about the chief
executive."
Miss Murphy did not deny
she expressed her opinion of
Chandler and his administration
—but she contends that this
does not constitute a valid rea-
son for her dismissal.
She quoted merit system rules
and regulations that "the per-
sonael council shall provide that
these shall his aa discrimination
against any person or employe
because of political or religious
affiliations."
Billy Graham
Pleased With
Revival So Far
••••
NEW YORK SP — 
Evangelist
Billy Graham said 
Thursday
night his ambitious New York
Crusade so far has "given me a
feeling down deep, a glorious
sensing in my soul that it will
be a great success."
He said in an interview with
the United Press following his
ninth sermon in Madison Square
Garden that "this conviction, and
how it progresses or regresses,
will be the deciding factor as to
whether we end the crusade
June 30, as scheduled, or run
it through the summer."
Graham said that another great
factor was -the number of deci-
sions for Christ that come out of
our meetings here." He said that
so far the 5,630 "decisions" made
by Nevi Yorkers in the first nine
days of the crusade has made
him feel "better than I have in
my life"
Thursday night, an estimated
765 persons came forward to
make decisions for Christ fallow-
ing Graham's sermon on "The
Spiritual Disease of The Heart.
i Tackling Big—Jolil
AD041 Z011 (above), Italy's new
Premier-designate, I. photo.
graphed as he leaves the Quiri-
nal@ Palace In Rome after he
formally accepted the task of
forming a new Italian Govern-
ment. President Giovanni Gross'.
chi gave Zoll the Yob after the
fall of Premier Antonio Swill'
Government (Intersatimal)
Rack Track To
Give Grant. ,
To Hospital
The Keenland Foundation Cor-
poration, has made a grant of
$1,500 to the Murray Hospital,
according to a report from Karl
Kingins...a director of the hospital
and a vice president of the
Peoples Bank.
J. B. Falconer, secretary-treas-
urer of the Keenland Foundation
who was in Murray on Wednes-
day, stated that the grant to
the Murray Hospital was in
keeping with the Foundation's
policy of state wide aid in the
fields of health, education and
youth.
The foundation also gives a
four year scholarship each year
to some student at Murray State
College and other state colleges
in the state, Kingins said.
The Keeneland Racetrack bill
is a highly controversial issue
of the present Representative
campaign. Representative Owen
Billington cast his vote on the
bill to 'remove the tax from the
racetrack and it has become
a principal issue in his race
with Charlie Lassiter, who seeks
the office.
Billington claims that he swap-
ped his vote on the race track
bill for others to increase the
tax on the liquor industry.
The announcement that the
race track is making the grant
came by telegram last night to
Kingins. An administrative as-
sistant at the hospital reported
she had no knowledge that the
grant had been made.
Gerald P. Smith
&ads Training
PAFtRIS ISLAND, S.C. —Ger-
ald P. Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Acme C. Smith of Route 1,
Alms completed recruit training
May 15, at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
Relatives and friends of many
of the new Marines were on
hand to witness the graduation
ceremonies.
The 12-week training schedule
included drill, bayonet training,
physical conditioning parades and
other military subjects
Three weeks were spent on the
rifle range where the recruits
fired the M-1 rifle and received
instruction in basic Marine in-
fantry weapons.
This recruit training preparts
young Leathernecks for further
specialized infantry training at
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Notice To All Candidates
Bible School
Will Begin
The vacation church school for
;Hazel and Mason's Cdapel Meth-
odist churches will begin Mon-
day morning, May 27,.,at Hazel
Methodist Church.
The hours are from 8:30 to
110 a.m the school is open to
all ages from kindergarten
through intermedicates. There
will be story's, songs,, games,
handy work and something of
interest to all children.
Rev. Carl Dickson, pastor, en-
courages all mothers' in t h e
church to send their children to
this vacation school and feels
the children wil' benefit greatly
from it. A fine staff of teachers
has bee') aelecied to be in charge
of the school A cordial welcome
is extended to any visitors as
well as members.
Regional
Playoff To
Be Monday
The refrainer playoff Clam-
4
pionship game will be held at
2:00 p.m. Monday unless sched-
uled rains decide to interfere.
Murray High, defending
champs, will face St. Johns for
the right to represent this regiqn
in the state tournament. The
Tigers defeated South Christian
and Crittenden County in earlier
rounds while St. Johns slaught-
ered Wingo 31-0. Dan Pugh and
Roy Smith compose the battery
for the locals
The game was previously set
for Wednesday but severe storms
forced post ponement. More rain
is forecast for this afternoon.
Swim Class
Completed At
College Pool
Following is a list of names of
those who successfully passed the
Red Cross Instructors course at
the _Murray State College , Pool
last week.
RI' Otnents, 1113 S. 13th St.,
Murray; Bobby Joe Mason, 620
N. 14th St., Humbolt, Tenn; Joe
°war Stones, Bells, Tenn., James
Ronald Talent, 201 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Sam Hendley Traughb-
er, Box 31, College Sta., Murray;
Diana 0 Wales, 2512 Washington
St., Paducah; Roy A. Weatherly,
613 Broad St., Murray; Delbert
Douglas Wood, 106 Norman St.,
Fulton: Jo Cleta Williams, 207
3.t 13th St., Murray; Billy Dale.
Outland. Rt. 3, Murray.
The course was directed by
Louis Gellispi, Wafer Safety
Representative for this area. Mr.
Gelbspi is from Bowling Green.
Mosquito Spraying
To Begin Again
MADISONVILLE $11/ — Aerial
spraying operations against salt-
marsh and cul ex mosquitoes
plailumg Hopkins County resi-
dents and livestock will be re-
sumed within the next few days,'
it was announced Thursday.
Hopkins County Judge L. R.
Slaton said he was informed.
Of state Commissioner of Agri-
culture Ben Butler that four
of five planes would be made
available.
The Department of Agriculture
'Are used Vn the mosquito
aPraffiring was damaged Wednes-
day night by hail at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park. Slaton
said that Butler told him that
ground spraying equipment would
be moved front. Central City to
Madisonville.
The daily Ledger and Times
normally gots to press about
10:30 •.m. each Saturday. If you
plan to have an advertisement
In the Saturday issue, it will be
necessary to have the advertise-
ment In the °Mc* of the Ledger
and Times this afternoon or by
II= a.m. on Saturday.
This notice is being published
es that all candidates who desire
tie publish • notice of any kind
'will not b• disappointed.
Advertisements placed in DWI''.
daily Ledger and Times are c•n•
ftdentlal until they are published.
Nurse Group
Is Formed
Registered nurses from Graves
and Calloway county met at the
Murray Hospital Thursday night
to. organize a new district of the
State Association of Registered
Nurses. Mrs. Lucille Ross was
elected as temporary chairman
and Mrs. Dorval Hendon as
temporary secretary.
Those present from Calloway
County were Mesdames Alice
Travis, Emajean Thurman, Bea-
tria Hughes. E Murray Kee,
Mary Stewart, Mildred Johnson,
Noami Farris. Jeanne Rowland,
Molly Jones, Carolyn Rice, Shir-
ley Drain, Mercedes Adams and
Dorval Hendon, and Misses Ruth
Cole, and Cuva Nell Boggess
Those from Graves County were
Mrs. Viera Pryor and Mrs. Alma
I Burch.
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Jack Frost In
Good Condition
After Operation
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Drinking Regulations Cause
Riot At Western State Today
BOWLING GREEN. 0. kr —
A diot involving some 1,500- to
2,000 students at Bowling green
1 State Unit ersity broke out early
today in a protest over the
university's regulations against
" drinking.
Jack Frost is resting well in
the Murray Hospital following
a major operation. In a tele-
phone conversation with the
Ledger and Times yesterday, Mr.
Frost reported that he was feel-
ing fine and was looking forward
to getting out of the hospital.
166 Absentee
Ballots Mailed
Approximately 166 absentee
ballots have been mailed out for
the Democrat Primary election
Tuesday, the county court clerk's
office said yesterday.
-The ballots, sent to various
parts of the county, state and
nation, must be returned before
the polls close Tuesday to count.
- NOTICE
The American Legion Auxili-
ary will meet Monday night,
May 27 at the American Legion
Hall.
eases L OrwIl
Ar
•
The milling and yelling stu-
dents built- a bon. fire in the
middle of U. S. 8 'that runs
past the university, tying up
traffic about two pr three blocks
each way. ---
Sheriff's deputies arrested two
students and held them on open
charges. They were identified
Bobby Hopper
Completes Phase
Of Training
Airman Bobby W. Hopper ,22.
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hop-
per, Rt. 4, Murray. is completing
the first phase of his basic mili-
tary training at the "Gateway to
the Air Force," Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Upon completion of this train-
ing, he will be assigned to an
Air Force technical training
course or an advanced basic
training course leading to a
specialized Air Force job.
While at Lackland the new
enlistee undergoes the transition
from civilian tie airman through
a program which includes pro-
cessing, aptitude testing, physical
conditioning, survival and wea-
pons training, and classroom
studies ranging from citizenship
to military customs and courtes-
ies.
Like the l'SAF Officer Candi-
date Jet Schools, also
located at Lee-1641nd. bOsic
trIlining lays the ground-
work for either an on-the-job
assignment or vocational school-
ing in line with 'capability of tne
individual.
4
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as Bruce Ducholz, 19. and Bill
Carmany, 21. Carmany's home-
town was listed as Bedford,
Ohio.
Police, armed with tear gas
guns, formed a line in front
of the Wood County Jail to
block about 700 - students who
threatened to wreck the jail in
an attempt to free the two
students - placed behind - belt. -
The disturbance also centered
On a street sin front of President
Ralph W. McDonald's home,
where students burned an effigy
of him in apparent protest of
the drinking ban penalties.
Dr. McDonald said two fra-
ternities had violated the uni-
versity's liquor regulations at two
social functions. He said a ruling
was scheduled to be handed down
today.
Asked To Disclose Names
The two fraternities, Delta
Tau Delta and Sigma Chi, had
been asked to turn over to
university authorities the names
of students involved in t he
drinking.
The mob formed, witnesses
said, in front of the Delta Tau
Delta house and then moved
to different sections of the cam-
pus. The group reportedly tried
to break into a sorority house
but was blocked when police
arrived on the scene.
•
Jewish Couple
Will Keep
Their Child
By CHARLES TAYLOR
United Prow Mon Correspondent
MIAMI BEACH MR —Freckle-
faced litIdy McCoy and the Jew-
ish couple who took her into
their home happily celebrated
her first grade graduation today,
knowing for the first, time they
will always belong to each othcs.
Hildy. 8, was to ma ' ,the wet.
coming speech t ents and
act -and dance in' endition of
"Snow White An4 The Seven
Dwarfs" in ceren4pnies at the
Lear Private School.
But no fairy tale could match
the real-life drama for Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin B. Ellis Thursday
before Go s. Leroy Collins at
Tallahassee.
Extradition Request Denied
Collins announced late Thurs-
day after a hearing that he is
denying a petition to extradite
the Jewish couple to Massachu-
setts where they would f ace
charges of kidnaping the blonde,
blue-eyed child they have reared
from infancy. They will be per-
mitted - to live in Florida and
"tear Hildy in the Jewish faith,
even though she was born to a
Roman Catholic mother.
Hildy's mother, who put hsr
-- up for adoption and changed
her mind when she learned the
Ellis were Jewish, sought to
haee Hildy placed in an orphan-
age for adoption by a Roman
Catholic family. Massachusetts
courts upheld her. -
• The Child's Rights
Collins. a Protestant father of
four children, said he recognized
e birthright of religious faith,
b added:
e great and good God of all
of—us,iscgardless of faith, grants
to every child to be born: First,
the right to be wanted and sec-
ondly. the right to be loved."
The Ellises, he said, had ful-
filled these rights for Hildy.
The kidnaping charges filed 14
months after the Jewish couple
fled Massachusetts with Hildy
were legally "synthetic", Collins
said. .
The executive decision cannot
be appealed. Collins denied Mas-
sachusetts authorities permission
to file additional briefs.
The Ellises have filed proceed-
ings in a Miami circuit court of
adoption of Hildy under Florida'
laws..
Owen Billington To
Speak On Saturday
Owen Billington, candidate for
re-election for State Representa-
tive. will speak in the interest
of his candidacy on the Court
House lawn Saturday afternoon,
May 25.
• The public is cordially invited
to attend.
•
110..
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Second Clasis Matter
NIUBSCRTPTION BATTS: /3y Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, 
per
moo.* 85c. In Calloway and adjouinig counUes, per year $3.50; else-
amere, as*
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See Panthers
Degenerated
PITTSBURGH IP -The spoks
editor of the University of Pitts-
burgh's student newspaper. said
today that the Panthers may
eventually degenerate from ath-
letic greatness to athletic medio-
crity" under a new program
to raise scholastic requirements.
Steve Butchock, in an article
written for the "Pitt News" said
that if Pitt is to be ranked
academically with Harvard, "we
almost certainly have to be
ranked athletically *with Harv-
ard."
His observations were based
on recently inaugurated Chap-
cellor Edward H. Litchfield's
new era" administration plans
to make Pitt rank equally with
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and
"other monarchs of higher learn-
"The one question raised here
is. how can Pat. after drastic
REAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
11:15 EACH SUNDAY AA,
On Radio Station WNBIll
• sins -
WSIX-TV • CHAN/NEL $
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P.M.
and niuch-needed upgrading of
academic standard,s, continue to
be represented id ''tag-tune foot-
ball with such powers as Okla-
homa, Miami and Notre Dame,"
Butchock asked.
He said the hardest hit sport
under the scholastic upgrauing
probably would be football -and
it could be doomed sooner than
one thinks...."
Adm. Tom Hamilton, the uni-
versity's athletic director, offer-
ed a mild disagreement with
Butchock's views.
• "Our standards have been high
for a lung time," Hamilton said.
"Now they have gone higher
and it means some of the top
boys, athletically, won't get in.
"It's a problem, yes but I
think our record is a pretty
good Indication that we can com-
pete athletically and still keep
our standards high academically,"
Hamilton said.
Pitt's foottaill fortunes have
been steaculy on the upgrade,
in recent years after a decade
•,f de-emphasis. The Panthers
appeared in last year's Gator
sland Sugar Bowls and are look- Washingtonjug forward to a good -Oakumin _1957. They open against Okla-
horns at Pitt Stadium next Sep-
1,embet.
•
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BIRDIE CHIRPS AS DON SHINES.
National League
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
New York
St. Louis ,
11 L
2.3 lu
19 10
18 11
16 13
14 18
13 17
Pct GB
a97
.655 2
.621 3
.552 5
438 81/2
.433
Chicago 8 19 .296 12
Pittsburgh 8 21 .276 13
Yesterday's Results
Cincinnati 6 St. Louis 2
(Only game scheduled). •
Today's Games
Milwaukee at Chicago
New York at Brooklyn, night
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, night
St. Louis at Cincinnati, night
Tomorrow's Games
New York at Brooklyn
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Chicago
St. Louis at Cincinnati, night
American League
4(V,fr - Sec
FLYING ANTS
"Orcti CUT FOR COSH,*
ILlIMITi DAMAGI.'
Call TERMINIX - World's
Largest Termite Control
Organization
All Work and Service
Performed By
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.
P.O. Box 84 Paducah, Ky.
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
Local Customers or
Contact direct or for Reference
of Performance of Work call
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, ky. Phone 262
• Butchock proposed like schpol's
athletic prowess coital be pre-
served by increasing the number
of athletic schularstups granted
each year. He said Pitt cur-
rently offers between 17 and
19 football scholarships annually
while Oklahoma is reported to
give 80. Miami 55 and Notre
Dame 35.
-A good example of what laxity
in big-time football can do is
plainly illustrated at Notre
Dame," he concluded. ,"Look
what happened last year when
The Fighting Dish suffered their
worst season in history."
L & R
PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION
owned and operated by
* MAX LOVETT
* BILL ROBERTS
4th & Chestnut Ph, 213
Chicago
Cleveland
New Yorke
Detroit
Best in
Kansas City
Baltimore
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main
Phone 433
W L Pct GB
20 7 .741
18 11 .621 3
17 12 .586 4
17 16 515 66
16 500 6t2
.424 9
124 197 .414 9
9 25 .265 141/2
Yesterday's Results
(No games scheduled).
Today's Gaines
Washington at New York
Detroit at Kansas City, night
Chicago at Cleveland. night
Boston at Baltimore. night
Tomorrow's Games
Chicago at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
Washington at New York
Detroit at Kansas City, night
String Saver Ras
630 Pound Ball
— 
MARKET REPORT —
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
May 21, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1097
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher
Baby Beeves 
Fat Cows, Beef Type  11.00-14.30
Canners and Cutters  7.00-10.50
Bulls  10.10-15.80
VEALS
Fancy Veals  23.30
No. 1 Veals •  22.45
No. 2 Veals  19.00-20.40
Throwouts •  6.06-19.00
HOGS -
180 to 240 pounds  17.60
$20.00-21.00
Cattle .15.00-19.00
15.00-22.00
4
44404. • .
BLIND SCHOOL HAS BOWLING
BLIND Jacqueline Whetstone winds up for a try on one of th
e
two new bowling alleys at the Ohio State School for the Blind i
n
Columbus. Two fully equipped lanes were donated to the school
by the Bowling Proprietors Association of Ohio. Note the guide
rail which gets 'her off in the right direction. (International)
Fight Results
By United Press
REVERE, Mass.: Dick Hall,
162, Boston, outpointed Andre
Gonzales, 160, Havana, Cuba (tin
FLINT, Mich.: Mickey Craw-
ford, 147, Sagiraw, Mich., out-
pointed Wallan.. (Bud) Smith,
144% (10).
VANCOUVT471-3.C.: Eddie Cot-
ton, 167%, Seattle, Wash., stop-
ped Al Hogan, 184Y4, Mantreal
(5).
LOS ANGELES: Lula Perez,
134, New York, stopped Julian
Velasquez, 133, La Habra, Calif.,
(5).
SACRAMENTO, Calif.: El Con-
script°, 139, Mexico, stopped
Leonard Gaines, 13'7, Oakland,
Calif., (10).
I,' .
QUAKE ROCKS TOK*10
,
TOKYO ilet - A fairly strong
earthquake rocked Tokyo at 8:30
p.m. today (7:35 a.m. e.d.t.)
The quake lasted eeveral seconds
and caused tall buildings to
sway.
PITTSBURGH --rat - 
Give
Martin Beck enough string 
and
he'll ask for more.
For Beck, a clerk w
ith a
Pittsburgh gas company, has 6
30
spotrutngds Inoefasthneresstusfefs..,eHnisfebe
atl of.1 10
Inches across.
I3eck doesn't know whether he's
the champion string collector or
not but, he'll challenge anyone
who says he isn't. He started
saving cord in 1938 when he saw
an item about a man and his son
who had been saving string for
40 years and had collected 230
pounds.
Beck moved into his present
home last year and he had to
take the frame off the back dor
to get the ball inside, our husky
movers were needed to carry
the ball of cord into the house.
Beck's rarest cord came from
a fellow in Alaska, The string
was treated with oil from. Ice-
land, to give it strength, and
coat of wax -,ynade is AltilY,
Beck said.
Fleck Nit.'; no intention of giving
up his string collecting. But since
moving last S'ear he has had
some misgivings about the sphere.
"If I ever move again," he
said, "I'll have to knock out the
walls to get the ball out."
STANDARD
- OIL r
o r Ail Your
Gas & Oil
Needs
WHITNELL & SON
Standard Oil Agent
Pogue Ave. Phone 1733
. 
-7"ferrelerene-ennettema—._,
• „
NO SOFT PEDAL
MANHASSET, N. Y. AP -
More than half of the bicycle
riding public of this North Shore
Long Island community w
grounded today. Some 290 out of
549 youngsters flunked theii
bicycle riding tests and were
denied licenses. A community
safety program forbids bicycle
riding without a license.
Redleg Pitcher Emerges As
Bright Spot For Cincinnati
lity TIM MORIARTY
United Proms !Worts Writer
Manager Birdie Tebbetts of the
Cincinnati Redlegs was really
thirping today over the sudden
emergence of southpaw Don
Gross as a starting pitcher.
Strapped for pitching talent.
three weeks ago, Tebbetts pulled
Gross out of the bullpen and
started working him into Cin-
cinnati's regular rotatiun. It was
a move that could latd the Red-
legs to their first National Lea-
gue pennant since 1940.
Since getting his big chance,
Gross has posted four straight
victories for the front-running
Redlegs, including a 6-2 decision
over the St. Louis Cardinals
Thursday night that enabled Cin-
cinnati to open a two-game lead
over the idle Milwaukee Braves.
What's the story behind the
sudden success of a pitcher who
was farmed out to Havana last
year "for experience," and now
has allowed only 24 hits and
seven earned runs in his last
four games.
Throwing Change-Up
According to Tebbetts, Gross,
with the help of coach Tom Fen-
rick, has teamed to throw a
change-al) pitch almost over-
night.
- "The story of every unsuccess-
ful pitcher is the story of one
extra pitch he needed to win,"
explained Tebbetts. "Many were
made by finding it. For instance,
VOTE FOR
JOE B. McCUISTON
CANDIDATE FOR
JAILER
Of
Calloway County
Subject to May Democratic Primary
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated
Carl Hubbell with his screwball,
Elroy Face with his forkball, and
Bob Friend and Hal Jeffcoat
with their sliders."
"this change - up pitch could
make Gross," the articulate Cin-
cinnati manager added hopefully.
In Thursday night's game -
the only scheduled major league
contest-manager Fred Hutchin-
son shook up the slumping Card-
inals by switching third baseman
Key Boyer to center field, mov-
ing shortstop Eddie Kasko to
third, and using Eddie Miksis
in right field.
Cards Drop Fifth Straight
But with Gross tossing that
change-up pitch, the Cardinals
.looked helpless in suffering their
fifth straight defeat. Gross al-
lowed only three hits until the
ninth•when he gave up singles to
Don BlasingarnO, Stan Musial
and Wally Moon.
Moon's single With two out.
scored Blasingame and extended
his hitting streak through 16
straight games. Taking no
chances. Tebbetts then yanked
Gross in favor of Tom Acker,
who retired pinch - hitter Joe
Cunningham on a game-ending
liner to right fielder Wally Post.
The Redlegs. meanwhile, had
rapped loser Lindy McDaniel for
five runs in the third inning.
— -
 -
 - -
 -
Pose1 two-run homer and a two •
run single by Roy McMillan fea-
tured the big inning. Musial
tioniered in the fourth inning,
while Post knocked in Cincin-
nati's sixth run with a single
in the sixth.
The Yankees snapped out of
their doldrums by rolling to a
17-hit„ 10-7 victory over the
Dodgers Thursday night in a
benefit exhibition game.
cdfoiSeK.A1 Pkkic.t's
MIT DESTRUCTIVE TERIXTI
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
-Licensed and Insured-
Sago Kelley
Phoo.
Kelley's Pest
Control
ci
RE-ELECT
JUDGE
HENRY LOVETT
CIRCUIT JUDGE
ABLE - QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCED
Every 45 seconds someone buys
a new Dodge —and no wonder!
It happens every 45 seconds o
f every working
day - a proud new Dodge ow
ner goes breezing
homeward in his dashing Swept-
Wing Dodge.
And it's really no wonder when you
 consider all
that the Swept-Wing Dodge has to 
offer!
Krell( 45 seconds someone heads home in the 
sleekest, rakiest,
') most distinctively styled car on the r
oad. And there's a
practical side to this beauty, too. This smart 
"years ahead"
styling puts yoU "money ahead" when you deci
de to tide.
4th at POPLAR
DODGE TOPPED All V-A's IN 1110811.0111
Erery 45 seconds someone discovers the greatest adva
nces of
-- 
19.57! The smoothness of Dodge Torsion-Aire. The 
ea,e of
Push-Button TorqueFlite. The assurance of Total-Con
taa
Brakes. The lightning-quick response of-the lates
t aircraft-type V-8.
Eeery 45 neronds someone gets the benefits of booming
 Thule
(-•A sales! So many people 
have joined the swing to Swept-Wing
-- that orders are double those of last year. The 
maim( snits
mean rolunie wirings when you buy now. So
 stop in and see your
Dodge dealer today. You're money ahead when 
you go swept-Wine
ECONOMY RUN -AVERAGED 7/ M.P.G.!
TAYLOR MOTOR CO. MURRAY, KY.
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;FRY THESE FOR SIZE
by HUSH PUPPY
This choice bait along with
Barracuda Baby Dudes have been
1:81ked up • by sports writers
throughout the country. They
have broke all sales records in
must Southern states and its
famtiohas spread over the conti-
nent.
•••
SUPER
DUDE
$T 'BARRACUDA
Be Lars That Made
Fishing History
Wistonsin
4
102
ACTUAL
SIZE
The 1/0 gabs, Dudes are slight-
ly kavier and are ideal when
. the Tish are , running deep. Many
fishermen like to use what is
• known as the "Baby Dude Tow"
—.Use a good surface lure, or
underwater lure (depending on
depth of water or conditions)
to tow a Baby Dude which is
attached to a 12 to 14 inch nylon
leader. This idea has set-off an
.ivalanche of demand wherever
it tAs been tried. Warning: Be
• sure.ato have extra Baby Dudes
along. Big fish hit. them fierce-
• ly.
FLU KILLS BO
MANILA ,t5 — Manila Health
Officer Dr Mariano Icasiano re-
ported today that 80 persons
have died in the flu epidemic
swapping the Philippines. Icasiano
said 60,000 cases have been re-
ported in Manila alone.
"Lawyer" Fish
Returns To Lake
WAUKEGAN, Ill. — tilt — A
rather tasty fish, nicknamed i
-
Lawyer" is reported, returning!
to Lake iMchigan after an ab-
'sence of almost seven years.
Mathon Kyritisis of Waukegan,
president of the Illinois Com-
mercial Fisherman's Association,
said the fish is a burbot which
hasn't ben spotted since 1950.
The burbot, Kyritis said, has
been seen and caught regularly
lately in the lake about eight
miles southeast of Waukegan'.
Kyritis said the "lawyer" is a
codlike fish that lacks scales and
barbs on its nose and chin.
LURES
TO
CATCHES.
by JIM DUMAS
PRISON SCHEME BACKFIRES
NAGOYA, Japan (1111 — Isamu
Mako, scheduled for release from
Nagoya prison, agreed to switch
identities with fellow inmate Ka-
zuo Ko for a few hours scr- Ko,
could get out to cash a check. -
Mako became suspicious when
Ko didn't return to .his cell
Wednesday night. He got down-
right scared when he was served
with an indictment today charg-
ing him with assault and battery.
Mako explained his predica-
ment to the warden. Now Mako
still is waiting for his release
and the police are looking for
Ko.
STRANGE EQUIPMENT
CINCINNATI 111, — William
Stokes, 57, bihop of the Spiri-
tual church of God charged with
carrying a blackjack, told police
it was for the "protection of
myself and my congregation."
He said the bottle of gin he
was carrying Was fr "sacrificial
purposes.
Murray Coal & Ice Co.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE CHESTS
- • - 46.
BOTH CRUSHED
and BLOCK ICE
-
— 414 So. 4th St. —
i.;IN
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR LIVING!
The adults in the men and
women's classes of the Ledger
& Times Big Fishing Contest
can get a view of what to shoot
for with an incomplete list of
prizes in today's section.
But don't get the impression
that is all, for most classes its
just the beginning — as soon
as we have finished the juniors
list, more and more prizes will
be added.'
Our bait which Hush Puppy
tells you about today is the
Super Dudes — a Barracuda
product — and is high on our
list of awards — but don't you
wait for th contest end — get
that LURE now; perhaps it will
lead you to the big ones.
IRVIN COBB RESORT, Inc.
i• ROUTE 6
Turn Off Highway
94E Near Murray
COTTAGES - SAND BEACH -
COMPLETE DOCK
FACILITIES
BOATS - MOTORS
BAITS - GAS - OIL
PICNICING FACILITIES 3
— 
FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS —
RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES
All of our sponsors report
fish a-plenty this week despite
the week of the "big storms"
generally predict a renewed
from the crappie.
an
Mr. Andrus of the Murray
Coal & Ice Co. told of a party
from Henry County who out-
witted 250 bluegill in three days
of fishing near Concord this
week.
Entry blanks have been re-
ceived by a: our sponscrs this
week who handle sporting equip-
ment. •
Harry Sparks holds a slim
lead in the large and small-
mouth bass field with his 5 lb.
CATCH: runnerup is Joe Craw-
ford who claimed one 2 ounces
lighter.
Ernest Clevenger Jr. has the
sole stripped bass entry — weight,
1 1/2 lbs.
Clevenger brought his CATCH
by here and Dr. Sparks weighed
his at Erik's. Albert (Enix) has
Isome "fish looking" boats and
motors at his place that should
LURE you to the fish and •bring
you back with the CATCHES.
--•-
sAll students who would like
a weekend of fun before exams
should go to Irvin Cobb's and
Jump In a boat.
Your family
) will favor
our fine food
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food...
- visit -
•
• SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
immiimmimoW ON BEAUTIFUL KENT
UCKY LAKE *
sao
Sue and Charlie have a tasty
remedy for those who work up
an appetite while studying.
Lynhurst Resort tells us that
stripped bass are on the in-
crease out their way.
Lois Merrel a commercial
fisherman of Springville pulled
a 65 lb. cat from his trot lines
recently. the CATCH in the West
Big Sandy River area near Paris.
Blondie McClure has been
rough on cats lately also and
his brother-in-law Bernice Wise-
hart is spending late hours dress-
ing them.
Check Carefully When You
Buy Used Outboard Motor
 A Zepco "-33'!_spioning reel
with a tubular glass rod plus
six Bomber baits is the grand
prize that awaits the over all
points winner in the Class A
mens division of the Ledger &
Times Fishing Contest.
The Class R womeTts grand
champ will receive an Arex
spinning reel and one roll of
Newton's Ghost Nylon line plus
2 jars of Johnson's Pork Rind
spinning eels.
The grand prize and class
prizes in the Class C junior di-
vision has not been compiled but
when it is complete, other prizes
will be added to each of the adult
division.
Neat layout. The catchers of this assortment of Kentucky Lake fish,
Ernest Clevenger Jr., left, and Morris Walker, are thinking as they
pose before 60 crappie and 7 stripped bass which they hooked on a
recent trip.
Partial List Of Prizes In
Fishing Contest Is Released
Wherever you go these days
you hear fishermen talking about
their big CATCHES with jigs
(feather, nylon and bucklail)
in fresh-water as well as salt-
water. Doc Howe. the noted
sportsman, writing in OUTDOOR
LIFE says: "Salt-water jigs are
tops in fresh-water lakes. That's
a strong statement but I can
back it up. I'm convinced that
if any angler uses jigs correctly
he can take most sorts of lake
fish — and take a lot of them!"
Do the following things before
you buy a used outboard motor,
1. Check the "pull" and
"bounce" as the motor turns.
2. Check the crankcase bear-
ings. Examine for excessive dirty
cil accumulation on the armature
plate which indicates a faulty uri-
per bearing assembly.
3. Check condition of cylinders.
Remove the spark plugs and by
using a pencil flashlight, peer
into the cylinder head. Look
for extessive carbon accumula-
tion which will untimately af-
fect the performance of the mo-
tor. However don't reject a used
outboard for this reason. Carbon
can be cleaned out.
4. Check propeller bearings.
Exert up and down pressure on
the propeller shaft. Look for
1seepage around the propeller
shaft bearing. Excessive, up-and-
down play or seepage indicates
a worn bearing.
5. Check needle valve response.
Insist that the motor be run in
a test tank. While it's running,
check the wiring, fuel connec-
tions, gasoline line and smooth
operation, particularly when id-
ling. If these few points are
checked and the motor passes,
it's probably safe to buy.
I stand with that line of fisher-
men who insist that fish do see
colors and many hold that they
do not — what do you say —
write and let me know pour
views — I would much rather
admit I'm wrong than go on
fishing in doubt.
Now that the entry blanks
are well distributed and a partial
list of prizes is out, you should
waste no time in registering
your CATCH, don't worry about
the size — as General Nathan
Bedford Forrest said "Its the
one that gets there fustest with
the mostest that counts."
BE SURE to keep any reel
well filled with line. When the
reel is only half full, spool
ievel-w-ilid mechanism and every-
thing else has to work twice
as fast making casting much
more difficult than it should
be.
Sometimes game fish lurk in
weeds. To get them out — they
have to see the LURE — spin-
ners are a pretty good bet to
use.
REMEMBER: You do not have
tA be a resident of Kentucky
to enter the Ledger & Times
Fishing Contest.
The Navy delit'ered a hundred
million pounds of cargo to the
Antarctic during Operation Deep-
Ague.
•
•
KNOW YOUR MAW
• Quartermaster
•c": <ht.
THE 04/ARTERMASTER IS PRIMARILY A
SEA-CO/Ne MAN YEW WILL FIND HIM
ON THE ORIN! OR IN THE CNAR1
ROOM NI SERVES AS STEERSMAN OR
CAN TART OVER THE !PRIM IN AN
IMERCENCY AS Pim OFFICER NE IS
THE PILOT Of SMAU CRAFT HE
PERFORMS NAPICATIONAl WATCH
DIMES, SENDS AND RECEIVES MISSACES
DY LIGHT SINAI OR SEMAPHORE
The Ledger 61. Times
FISHING CONTEST
(May 3 through August 12, 1957, inclusive)
Fishing Contest
THE LEDGER AND TIMES
Murray, Ky. CLASS A ( ) CLASS B ( ) CLASS C (
(Class A — Contest for men; Class B — Contest for women;
Class C — Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of
catch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the
following statements are true:
Kind of Fish Date Caught
Weight Length Girth
Lake or stream where caught
State County Fishing License No,
Rod Used
Line Test
Reel
Leader Test
Kind of fly, Plug or live bait used
Color of plug or fly pattern used e.
As close as possible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish
was caught and time of day:
(Claw A Division)
LARGE OR SMALLMOUTH
BASS caught on artificial or live
bait: 1st place (35 points) -
Hunters heater for cooking; 2
Lazy Ikes. 2nd place (20 points)
2 Reynolds weedless spoons; 1
super dude.
CRAPPIE caught on live bait:
1st place(35 points) - 4 Fred
Arbogast spinners; 1 Worth fl:zin
pak. 2nd place (20 points) '2
jars of Johnson Pork Rind spin-
ning eels; 1 roll Newton's Nylon
casting line.
CRAPPIE caught on artificial
bait: 1st place (35 paints)-2 Rey-
olds weedless spoons; 1 Dalton
special; 2 Lazy Ikes; 2 Arbogast
Hawaiian Wigglers. 2nd place-
(20 points) - I roll Newton's
flex cast spinning line; 2 Arbo-
gast bottom bumpers.
BLUEGILL +artificial or live
bait: 1st (30) - 2 supei dudes;
2 golden falcons; 2 Wallstein
Cisco Kid lures. 2nd (15 points)-
2 Arbogast botton bumpers; 2
Wallstein Cisco Kid lures.
CATFISH caught on pole or
line: 1st place (30)-2 Newton's
ghost nylon casting lines; 1 New-
ton's flex cast spinning line.
STRIPPED BASS caught on
artificial or live bait: 1st place
(35 points)-2 golden falcons; 4
Arbogast botton bumpers; 2
Arbogast spulterbugs. 2nd place-
, • 
If requested to do so by the judges, I agree to furnish an at-
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
SE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS
Caught by (signed.)..,- Telephone
City StateAddress
Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
1. Name 2. Name
Address Address
EMBARRASSING- MOMENTS
HOLLYWOOD PS 
—Mrs Min-
nie Schwartz escaped with no-
thing more than ruffled dignity
in a "bicycle" accident. She had
to be freed by firemen after
her thigh became wedged be-
tween .the seat and the handle
of a bicycle reducing machine
In a slenderizing salon.
I am enclosinca-flear photograph of myself and the fish and a short
letter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points.
(Check here if you are doing this fdr the extra points ( ).
•4610,.. 
TEETH ROCK, ETC.
DAVENPORT, Iowa PS — Mrs.
Opal Hurst of Bettendorf has
filed suit against a dentist for
fitting her with what she called
-rock 'n' roll dentures." Mrs.
Hurst, in seeking $130 damages
and $5,000 for mental and physi-
cal pain, said the teeth not
only rock 'n' roll but also "click
and slip and slide."
NEW SUIT PLAN
WASHINGTON 11, — Attorney
General Herbert Brownell Jr.
came up with a new solution
today for court congestion. Brow-
nell jokingly suggested a "suit
bank" under which lawyers wAuld
be paid not to bring suits to
trial.
(20)-3 Dalton's specials.
(CLASS B DIVISION)
LARGE OR SMALLMOUTH
BASS caught on live or artific-
ial bait: 1st place (35 points)-
ice pinic chest; 2 Arbogast Ha-
waiian wigglers; 1 Newton's jar
Johnson Pork Rind spinning eels.
CRAPPIE caught on live bait:
(35 points)-2 Reynolds weed-
less spoons: 1 super dude; 2
Bomber lures. 2nd place (20
points) - 2 Arbogast bottom
bumpers, I Blitz vibrating pak
spinners.
CRAPPIE caught on artifieial
bait: 1st place (35... points) - 2
Dalton specials 2 Lazy Ikes; 3
jars of Jonson Pork Rind spin-
ning eels: 1 Bomber lure. 2nd
place (20)-2 Arbogast Hawai-
ians wigglers; 1 jar Johnson Pork
Rind spinning eels.
BLUEGILL caught on artificial
or live bait: 1st place (30 points)
-2 rolls of Newton's ghost nylon
casting lines; 2 rolls Arbogast
bottom bumpers. 2nd-(15 points)
-2 Arbogast spinning bugs; 2
Wallstein Cisco Kid lures.
CATFISH caught on pole •or
line: 1st plate ('30 points)-3 Ar-
bogast spinning jitterbugs, 3
Wallstein Cisco Kid lures. 2nd
place (15 points)-1 Worth spin
pak, 1 Lucky Bunny bait.
A NECESSARY DIVORCE
VENTURA. Calif. Ut — As far
as Ruth Necessary is concerned,
Roy S. Necessary Jr. isn't neces-
sary. Mrs. Necessary filed suit
for divorce, charging mental
cruelty.
SLOW 06LIVERY
BREST, France 1 11+ — A letter
postmarked July 13, 1914, arriv-
ed Thursday. in Brignogan.
'French seacq,ast village from
Jersey, an island in the British
Charuinel.
STRIPPED BASS caught on
artificial or live bait: 1st place
(35 points)-4 Lucky Bunny baits;
1 Blitz vibrating pak; 2 jars
Johnson Pork Rined spinning
eels. 2nd place (20 poirtts,) -2
Arbogast Hawaiian wigglers; 2
Arbogast bottom bumpers.
SPECIAL BULLETIN
A- threat to picket the Blly '",:
Graham meeting in Madison
Square Garden has been made -
by the Stage-Hand Union be- ..
cause Crusade officials object to '7
paying $300 for two meit to de- J
liver one pitchar-ot aZtatoirfor the L'•.(_„
speaker each night. The union
asserts that the platform on y. •
which Mr. Graham- speaks is a.
stage and that the two men
should receive $150 each for -
delivering the water pitcher. -
Negotiations are iniderwas-.--
Ms. Graham doesn't drink the JA. -
water.
The Union insists he needs it
anyway.
ON WAY TO U. S. 7:.
BONN, Germany It? — West
German Chancellor Konrad Ade--::
nauer lewees by plane tonight
for the United States to seek
renewed pledges against a n
Western disarmament deal with
the Soviet Union behind hi
back. The 81-year old chancel- •
lor will meet with President
(Eisenhower and Secretary of
State, John Foster Dulles in
Washington on Monday and Tues-'..
day.
Rear Admirat George Dufek
was the first American to set '
foot on the geographic South
Pole. He was the first man to
stand at the exact bottom of the
world since Britain's Capt. Rob-
ert F. Scott, 44 years before. •
•P
The Navy icebreaker USS Gla-
cier made he earnest penetra-s
tion of Antarctic's lee pack in
history, arriving at 1W-Murdo
Sound Oct. 28, 1956
STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods -
Bait -
Lunch
ense -
Reels - Poles - Minnows
Gas - Oil - Groceries -
Meat - Ice - Fishing Lic-
Soft Drinks
— ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS —
Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest
ENIX
SPORTING GOODS
on Concord Highway
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS GAS
OIL . FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS
for the VACATION
YOU'VE DREAMED OF
• Reasonable Rates - Cot-
tages, Motel Rooms, A-
partments.
• Tennis
• Golf
• Water Sports
• Swimming in our beauti-
ful filtered swimming
pool.
WE INVITE YOU TO ENJOY
FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE
At The
Lynhurst Resort
"ON THE SHORES OF BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE"
Route 6 Phone ID-6-9331
HOME OF THE BIG
FISHING CONTEST
Prizes Galore !
• RODS • REELS • POLES
• HOOKS • LINES
• SINKERS
EVERYTHING
TO SUIT THE
FISHERMANS NEEDS!
ONE STOP -
for LUNCH - BAIT - SUPPLIES - ICE - GAS - OIL
 
 WE DIRECT YOU 10 THE BIC, ONES
MORGAN'S GROCERY
'z Mile From City Limits On Concord Road
•
-
• WY
•-a/
•
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Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Weddings • Locals
Club News , Ac4ivitiea
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
"Mr. and Mrs. Larry Henson,
College Station, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Vickie Jo,
weighing seven pounds 10a2
ounces, born on Wednesday, May
5, at the Murray Hospital.
Social Calendar
Saturday. May 25
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock. Mrs. George Hart will
be the speaker.
• • • •
Mdeday, May 27
The Creative Arts Department
, of the Murray Woman's Club
will hold open house at the club
house from ten-thirty o'clock to
- four o'clock. The public is invit-
ed to view the special exhibits.
Mary Alice is the name chosen
'by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hollon
Edmondson of Murray Route
Three for their daughter, weigh-
ing eight pounds, burn on Mon-
day, May 6, at the Murray Hos-
pital.
* • 4, •
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lee Bolen
of Beaton Route Two announce
the birth of a daughter, Starla
Gail, weighing six pounds 6oa
ounces, born on Thursday, May
9, at the Murray Hospital.
• • • •
A son, Joel Wesley, Jr., weigh-
ing seven pounds seven ounces,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Joel
'esley Evans, 15a3 Main, on
Wrday, May 11, at the Mur-
ray Hospital" saia.
Navy. Seabees relocated 150,000
adele penguins to build an An-
tarctic base during Operation
Deepfreeze.
ELECT
A. A. RED Doherty
SHERIFF
of CALLOWAY COUNTY
Clea-Heiter
Hostess For Meet
Of.DA-R,Chapter
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the Daughters_ of the
American Revolution met at the
home of Mrs. Cleo Gulls Hester
on Saturday. May 11, at two-
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
with Mrs. John L. Mitcnell as
cohustess.
Mrs. Leon Grogan, regent, pre-
sided. The opening prayer was
given by Mrs. J. 1). Peterson, and
Use flag salute was lad by Mrs.
W. P. itoberts. An announcement
from the National Society was
read stating that the chapter had
attained use silver star honor
roll.
-On Armed Forces Day Mrs.
Julian Evans presented a medal
.io one of the cadets, Benny
Roberts, freshman, for scholastic
attainments from the chapter.
The good' citizenship medals were
awarded the different high
schools. Miss Doris Jennings of
Nev., Concord High School was
the outstanding medal winner in
the county schools and was pre-
sented a check by her principal,
Edward Curd, from the chapter
for winning the pilgrimage trip
to Frankfort that she was unable
to make. Letters of appreciation
from this schools were read for
contributions to deserving stu-
dents.
Mrs. Garnett Jones gave an
interesting report of her work
as chairman of community serv-
ice and the contribution made
by her to the Veterans Hospital
at Dawson Springs for the chap-
ter. She read a letter from
Charles Allphin, commissioner of
the Department of Welfare, per-
taining ..to this activity.
The regent introduced Mrs. W.
P. Roberts, chairman of national
ckefense, who gave a talk on
timely subjects. She announced
that Constitution Week will be
September 17-23 and closed her
talk by giving highlights of the
66th Continental Congress which
recently met when Mrs. Freder-
ick A. Groves presided.
An attractive arrangement of Sunday was the honoree at -a
asters, chrysanthemums, a n d delightfully planned tea shower •
Dutcn ins made a lovely setting held at the home of Mrs. Hoyt'
for the meeting. A dessert course Roberts, 1107 Main Street, on
was served by the hostesses to
; the members present.
i ' ; • • • •
AA UN' Book Group
Meets At Home
1
& TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter were hosts at an informal
reception at the Woman's Club Monday evening honor-
ing the Senior Class of Murray High School.
Mrs. Garnett Jones and Miss Mayrell Johnson are at-
tending the Kentucky Federation of Woman's C,Ittbs cok
vention which is being held at the-Brown Hotelnesauls-:
this week.
Five Murray College -students have signed contracts
to _play baseball with Benton, a team in the Twin-State,
amateur league. They are: Joe D. Fields, outfielder;'
"Bud" Dubia, first baseman; Charlie Holland, infielder;
Floyd "Fat" Cornell, pitcher; Lubie Veale, outfielder.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Waterfield have returned to
their home in Detroit after spending the past 10 day-
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Waterfield.
Murray's Community Hospital, rising from the ashes I
of one of Calloway County's worst fires, the William '
Mason Memorial Hospital, was rebuilt on its original
site to become one of Kentucky's leading institutions.
With the election of a seven man board of director,
to conduct the hospital as a community enterprise, the
county was provided with hospital facilities second to
none of this area. Doctors have announced their intention
to cooperate fully in making the hospital a success as
an "open" community project.
A successful farmer of the county.
-Mrs. Culapper Is
Guest Speiiker For
Banquet OA Monday
The annual Mother - Daughter
Banquet was held by the Young
Women's Sunday. School of the
First Baptist Church at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House on
Monday, May 20, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Norman Culpepper was
the guest speaker for the even-
ing. In her very talented manner
Mrs. Culpepper •. .gave a most
interesting and inspiring talk on
the theme, -Motherhood."
The speaker was introduced by
Mrs. Glenn Wooden who was in
charge of the program.
Special music was by Mrs.
Glindel Reaves who played a
medley of songs of "Yesteryear,
Today, add Tomorrow" on the
marimba with Mrs. Fred Gingles
as the narrator.'
Mrs. Bethel Richardsoh, presi-
dent of the class, was the toast-
mistress. Mrs. Art Lee gave the
welcome address followed by
the response by Mrs. Pearl Jones.
Mrs. E.'C. Jones, teacher of the
class, gave the invocation.
Group singing was led by Mrs
H. W. Wilson with Mrs. Harr,
Hampsher at the piano. Songs
sung were "School Days", -1
Want A Girl", and "Faith of Our
Mothers." The closing prayer
was led by Mrs. Marvin Harris.
The tables were attractively
decorated with lovely arrange-
ments of roses. Mrs. E. C. Jones
and Mrs. Culpepper were pre-
sented corsages of red rases by
the class.
Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs. Castle
Parker. and Mrs. Wayne Flora
were the hostesses for the even-
ing.
Approximately fifty members
and guests were present.
• • • •
Miss Janice Parker
Honored At Shower
At Roberts' Home
Miss Janice Parker who was ,
married to Jimmy Allbritten on
Friday, May 17, from three to
five o'clock in the afternoon. M:
Jimmy Rickman was cohostes•
for the prenuptial event.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mr,
,Of Mrs. li'amsley Dumas Parker, her mother-
Mrs. William Wamsley w a s law to be. Mrs. Jim Allbrito
nostess for the May meeting of and the hostesses.'
the Book Group of the American
Association of University Women
. held recently at her home.
.„"The Lest of the Wine” by
AI Renault was the book which was
1, very interestingly reviewed by
; Mrs. Edmond Steytler.
Mrs. John Winter presided at
o the meeting in the absence of
the chairman, Mrs. Harry
Whayne. Mrs. Mac McRaney was
elected as chairman of the group
for the year 1957-58.
Delicious refreshments were
served by .the hostess to the
fifteen members present.
Has been associated with the public as a school
bus driver for the Kirksey School District
primarily dealing with the youth of the com-
munity.
Served as a Military Policeman overseas during
World War Two.
Has participated in church, civic and school ac-
tivities along with his wife, the former Eula
Mae Workman, who has been a teacher in
the county and city schools for many years.
ELECT A. A. "Red" DOHERTY AS YOUR NEXT
SHERIFF FOR HE WILL STRIVE TO GIVE
YOU THE BEST SERVICE POSSIBLE!
This ad paid for by friends of A. A. "Red" Doherty.
•
• • •
Homemakers Club
Has Regular Meet
At Hazel School
-.The Pleasant Grove Home-
makers Club met Tuesday, May
11, at the Hazel Hiet School
lunch room for the regular meet-
ing with twelve members pres-
ent.
Mrs. Carrie Story. president,
opened the meeting after which
the prayer was led by Mrs. W.
L. Hill.
Mrs Hallet Stewart prosontrd
The honoree chose to wear ' •
the occasion a beige polls/1,',
cotton Arinttrted in pink with a
hostesses' gift corsage of a white
orchid. Mrsjarker wore a light i
blue dress trimmed in white
,with a gift corsage of pink car-
nations while Mrs. Alibritten
wore a pale blue dress with a
gift corsage of red carnations.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with lace
cloth centered with a gorgeous
arrangement of red roses flanked
by candles in the holders at-
tached to the floral arrangement
container. Miss Edna Bell Thur-
man presided at the punch bowl
and Miss Kay Roberts served
the cake.
Mrs. Buddy Carrot kept the
register. Approximately thirty
guests called during the after-
noon hours.
the main lesson on "Finishing
Slipcovers."
The June lesson on "Crafts",
will be given by Mrs. Bob Orr
and Mrs. Clifton Jones.
I have made it a policy of my life to IA
:riendly with everyone. I haven't shaken hand
and patted all of you on the back — I'm saving that
until after the election.
Some of you remember, I told you at FaX011
four years sigo that when I was young I got into
lot of trouble by Packing things up-side-down, VI,
since I am more experienced, I am doing better
with my grand-babies.
I hope you get your ballot tight-side-up and
vote for the first candidate on the ballot for Jailer.
Edd Purkeen
......•••••••••• ,...•••-•••••••••-' ,•-•••••••• 4,•••-•sam,-4,,, b,.•1•••••
TODAY
and SAT.
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE!
14 I. it L eBowery Boys
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Charm Beauty ShOf
Announces That
JEAN WEEKS, Hail'. Stylist
Is•lSkow- Associated 'With:. The,Shop-
Be Lovely to Look At with a
Thrilling New Hair-style
FOR APPOINTMENT
PHONE. 374
OWNERS and OPERATORS
Jean Weeks, hair stylist
ELOIS KING EDITH SLEDDD
Bessie Parker Barbara Parish
- 
Operalors -
STOCK UP ON
STOCKINGS
DURING OUR
BIG
"Friendship Week"
Hosiery Sale
_ May 25th thru June 1st
BUY 'EM BY THE BOX
FOR GRADUATION GIFTS
No-Seam, Nude Heel, too
length or Nee-Hi, Or full
length reinforced heel and
toe. 15 denier, 60 gau,ge.
30 denier-50 gauge.
REGULAR 1.35
1°9
3 PRS. 315
I 15 denier, Nee-Hi I I
REGULAR 1.15
3 PRS. 2.90
Twin-Life, 66 gauge Li
faahione'd and No • Seam
Barefoot. 174 needle.
REGULAR 1.65
1"
3 PRS. 3.45
10 denier, 75 gauge
REGULAR 1.95
133
3 PRS. 3.85
Lucky gals to get knee deep in savings in this annual Clatissner hosi-
ery "Friendship Week" sale. Season's newest shades for your summer
costumes in top quality Claussner personalized proportioned hosiery..
Think ahead! Stock up NOW during this once-a-year savir,gs event.
LITTLETON'S
101
41
-
0
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Why Is. Dewey Crass
OOF Choice
For County Judge
We, who are voters from the various sections
of Calloway County endorse the candidacy of Dewey
Crass for County Judge for the following reasons:.
We are for Dewey because we believe his
previous office asii:1 teaching experience, plus the
studies which he has made, qualifies him for the of-
fice which he seeks.
We are for Dewey because he has dealt with
and 'Light the youth in various sections of our
county and in 'so doing has won their utmost respect.
They honor his guidance and council. We believe
a man who cam.richtfully lpu our yout, from
behind a teacher's desk, can guide and direct that
youth and make fair and impartial decisions while
sitting on a judge's bench. His experience plus a
college degree qualifies him as our choice as Juven-
ile Judge.
Furthermore, we are for Dewey Crass be-
cause he can talk our talk. He can walk our walk.
We have seen liim in the field, also in the grocery
store. We have dealt with him in an office. Where-
ever we have found him he has been, still is, and
we believe will continue to remain the same Dewey.
Again we are for Dewey because in his
dealings we have found him to be fair and ifnpartial
with his fellow man regardless of social prestige,
race, creed or 'color.
4 Last but not least, we honor him because he
believes in abiding by the following decree, which
we classify as the highest DEGREE. It is not an
edict found in the statutes made by a legislative
body. It is not a technical point over which counsel-
ars debate. On the contrary, it is a predetermined
• purpose of God known as THE GOLDEN RULE.
No greater law in any code has ever been written.
No lawyer can excel that qualification.
ICrass for Judge of Calloway County.
Therefore, we believe in and support Dewey
Written and paid for by friends who vouch
g for his ability and respect his integrity.
„VS
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
By
Dr...H. C. Chiles
A Man of Peace in ir
World of Strife
Genesi. 26:17 - 29
In the Bible God speaks of
Himself as the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac and the God of
. Jacob. Because of Abraham's faith
in God and faithfulness to Hun,
we can underetand why the
Heavenly Father would refer to
Himself as the God of Abraham.
We can see why He would call
Himself the God of Jacob, when
we think of how He transformed
a trickster into a prince of God.
But ii is not quite so obvious as
to wily He called Himself the
God of Isaac, since there was not
any particularly outstanding feat-
ure in his life. Isaac was one of
Ole common people whose life
was lived to the praise ad glory
of God.
I. A Desire For Peace Revealed.
.Senesis 26:17-23.
A small portion of Isaac's life is
,resented in this chapter. From it
we hope to get some helpful sug-
ststions for our own conduct.
-rum his sins we should take
warning; in his virtues we may
.ecognize an example; aad in his
-llessings we may receive en-
couragement. His sins are typical
A those which mar the lives of
selievers today and hinder their
.estimony for the Lord.
In many ways the life a Isaac
was similar to that of Abraham.
ihe example of tits father had a
sreat influence on his conduct.
Shere seems to be an aptness in
;nese people to imitate the weak-
nesses of those who are the near-
est to them. Isaac was tried on
.he same ground where his father
aad failed before him, and, as is
...o frequently the case, he fell in-
..o the same trap. Its is'emite a
coincidence that both Abraham
and Isaac should have an incident
occur in their wives, and to kings
of the same names. He lied about
Rebekah's relationship to him for
the purpose of protecting himself
from any harm, but in so doing
he subjected her to possible in-
sult and injury at the hands of
wicked men.
. This Ahimelech with whom
: Isaac dealt was .not as kind as his
,preaocestior. He seemed to forgive
. Isaacs but imenedigtely thereafter
Isaac's troieole started about thte
' wells and the king apparently did
not make any effc.rt to stop the
: evil deeds of his men. They were
envious of Isaac on account of
: his prosperity, which is a very
common occurrence in every cen-
. tury. Isaac's unpopularity with
. Abime;ech seemed to increase
' and presently he was told to leave
I Gerar. Isaac started to do as he
! was bidden, but he did not go
' eery far. He stopped in the Valley
of Gerar.
1 In the valley of Cesar Isaac im-
! medistely set himself to the task
, of redsgging the wells of his il-
I itztrious father, so that they might
. have an adequate supply of wat-
er.  He knew that he could not
. find any better location for wells
: than Abraham had selected. He
: reopened these wells because of
Ithe blessing they had been in the
ipast. as well as for the sake of
:hose who needed the water then
and all of their successors. In
other words, it as both a per-
sonal necessity and a public serv-
ice. The wells would remain to
I
provide water for all of those who
came that way. Isaac also show-
- --
-s• • 'ss `•-•
ed his respect for ZraibiSC -1118-
well as demonstrated good judg
ment, by calling the wells by the
same names which his father had
designated them originally.
Soon after initiating this prog-
ram of recliggIng Abralianfiewelle,
Isaac discovered that the Philie-
tines were claiming and demand-
ing these wells for their own wet
With a 'strong desire for Peace,
and preferring to suffer injury
rather than to do wrong, Isaac
ciecided to avert trouble by yield-
ing and 'acceding to the wishes of
the philistines, knowing full well
tied there was more water to be
had tor the digging.
Isaac 'safaris the well which
was the subject of controversy,
"Esek," which meabs "strife," and
let the Plunstines have it. His
servants then prucected to dig an-
other well, which Isaac named,
sSitnah," meaning "hatred." Some
custance away they dug another
well, and Isaac called it "Reho-
both." •His patience and persever-
ance daunted the Ptullstmes sea
sinally overcame them, whereub-
on Isaac sala, "For now the Lore
natn maae room for us, and we
snail be fruitful in the laud." Le
due time be returned to Beershe-
oa, where he had a vision, erect-
ea an eller and reestablished his
home.
11. A Desire For Peace Rewarded.
sienesss 2624-29.
From this incident we learn
that a person who is .fully dedi-
cated to the doing of God's will
can accumplih far more by mak-
ing some personal sacrifices than
the unyielded life can ever ac-
hieve' by being cantankerous.
Isaac night have tried getting
even with his enenues, but what
would he have gained in the at-
tempt? Instead, he wisely left
them to Goo and was rewarded
Products Get
Exposure Tests
At Miami Beach
PRODUCTS GET Larry IN
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — 111  —
&len-fists here have developed a
special weather station for out-
do& exposure tests.
Manufacturers in all parts of
the country utilize the station,
conducted by the American
Standards Testing Bureau of New
York, in order to determine the
resistance of their products to
heat, sunlight and air.
Paint, enamel and plastic ma-
terials ale some of the products
tested. Officials of the American
Standards Testing Bureau said
the special Miami weather sta-
tion was established because of
a minimum amount of cloud in-
terference.
s
with a wonderful peace, satisfac-
tion and joy, and by being given
a larger and better place.
Personal blessings and the con-
sciousness of God's presence were
snot the only good -effects of Ise-
lac's return to Beersheba. When h4
GASH MARKETING UP
WASHINGTON art — The Ag-
riculture Department said today
farm cah marketings in the first
four months of 1957 totaled
0,400,000,000, up 3 per cent
from the same period last year.
Prices farmers received averaged
nearly 4 per cent higher, but
the volume of marketings was
down slightly.
Chapels have been built at
two Antarctic bases by Navy
seabees working in their off-
duty hours.
The Murray Grill
1413 WEST MAIN STREET
— SPECIALIZING IN —
•BARBEQUED RIBS"
• CHICKEN
• SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
DINNERS
r 
PRIVATE PARTIES AND CATERING SERVICE
TO ANY SIZE GROUP
Orvia Fielder, mgr. Photte 9 1 1 1
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got back there where God wan- him out and requested a covenant sweet fellowship with the Lord is
ed him and lived a separated life, of friendship with him. Coneinc- the very best place for any Chris-
others were influenced for good ed that Abimelech and hseseom- use to abide." As' we live in fel-
by his conduct. His manner of pardons were in good faith, Isaac lowship with Him, others, who
4testiinony for God iMpressed and ade a covenanttof iseace, whichl drawn closerA to Christ' because
life under provocation and his tilook. them into his:confidence and are watching our lives,. will be
attracted e Abimele.ch,iwho soughtlwas. so much, to. bee desired. In of what we sayeand do.e. •
a
1i!
Plat ofiPasco-Subi-Division
Located one block west of N. 16th Street and one block South College Farm Road
S
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• Beautiful residential lots now available in the Pasco Subdivision on Ryan Av-
enue. One block from Murray State College on paved street with City Water,
City Gas, City Sewer, Fire Hydrants and low insurance rates. Restricted to
brick veneer or stone residences.
Only Four Lots Left  $1250
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
•
Phone John Pasco at 721
FriendlyWelcome For a Total Stranger
He's a "stranger in these parts"--iust passing
through on his way to some distant destination.
But you wouldrit know it to look at the wonder-
11d *welcome he receives as he brings his car to a
Sam stop and his day's travels to an end.
For high on the hood of his motor car rides the
beautiful crest of Cadillac- and hospitality, just
seems to follow a new Cadillac wherever it goes.
No man, you see, is ever without standing when
be is in command of the "car of cars".
For it is a recognized fact that Cadillac owners
—representing though they do such varying fields
of.endeavor and such widely separated parts of
our world—also have a great _deal in common.
Invariably they are people of marked personal
achievement—who have won for tbemselves a
considerable measure of respect and recogpailion.
In brief, the driver's seat of the Cadillac de
is the traditional dwelling place of the world's
leading citizens. And people everywhere have
found it safe to assume that whomsoever they
behold at the wheel is a worthy member of this
great and distinguished company.
Of course, this is but one of the satisfactions of
Cadillac ownerskip . . . in addition to inspiring
beauty, luxurious Fleetwood coachcraft, superla-
tive performance and extraordinary value.
Rave you as yet taken the wheel of a new 1957
Cadillac? If not, then you should visit your
Cadillac dealer and spend an hour on the highway.
hell be waiting for you with a "friendly wel-
come" of his own!
VISIT YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER
• ..
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TV SCHEDULE
DaylighrillaVing Time
AM-PM SUNDAY
11:00 Heckle and Jeckle
41:30 Faith for Today
1200 Little Rascals
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3:00 Odyssey
4:00 The Speer Family
4:30 You Are There
5:00 Lassie
.5:30 Soldier of Fortune,
6:00 Ed Sullivan Show
7:00 GE. Sunday Night Theatre
7:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 Code 3
9:30 Jack Benny
10:00 Sunday News Special
10:15 Weathervane
10:20 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report
640 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
930 Strike It Rich
10:00 Veliant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As .The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Btooks (Noon)
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby
2700 The Brighter Day
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 The Big Show
3:45 The Big Show
5:1$ Doug Edwards & News
_
PM MONDAY
5:30 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Talent Scouts
700 I Love Lucy
7:30 December Bride
8:00 Studio One
900 Robin Hood
9:30 Burns & Allen
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
1200 Sign Off (Midnight)
FREE
FOOT TEST
Saturday, May 25th
A special representative
from Dr. Wm. M. Scholl's
Chicago headquarters will
be here to assist us in mak-
ing Pedographic prints of
your stockinged feet.
This wonderful inven-
tion helps us select the
proper Dr. Scholl's
Remedy, Appliance or
Arch Support to relieve
all your common foot
troubles.
come Early or Phoo•
for on Appoinrmont
No Cost or Obligotiaa
ADAMS
Shoe Store
PM TUESDAY
5:30 Name That Tune
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Private Secretary
7:00 To Tell. The Truth
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 $64,000 Question
8:30 Spike Junes Show
9:00 O'Henry Playhouse
9:30 Phil Silvers Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10-15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM WEDNESDAY
5:30 Regoefie-sati Friends
600 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Giant Step
7:00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
800 20th Century Fox ShAw
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Wethervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM THURSDAY
5:30 Popeye arfti Friends
6:30 Climax
7:30 Playhouse 90
9:00 Sgt Preston of the Yukon
9:30 Bob Cummings
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM FRIDAY
5:30 Beat The Clock
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre
700 Mr. Adams & Eve
7:30 Frontier Doctor
8:00 The Lineup
8:30 Person To Person
9:00 Schlitz Playhouse
9:30 West Point
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM SATURDAY
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
8130 Nighty Mouse Pisgrhouso
900 Susan's Show .
9.30 Its A Hit
10700 Big Top
11:00 Sky King
11:30 Air Force Digest
11.45 Little Rascals
12:15
12:25
3:00
4:00
4:30
500
5:30
6:00
700
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:30
12:00
PM SATURDAY
Dizzy Dean Show
Game of the Week
Roy Rogers
Room 500
News Conference
Woods N Waters
The Buccaneers
Jackie Gleason Show
Gale Storm Show
S R 0 Playhouse
Gunsmoke
San Francisco Beat
Federal Men
Public Defender
Million Dollar Movies
Target You
Sign CPff (Midnight)
FLY TO CAPITAL
SAN FRANCISCO PJ% — Kol-
chiro Asakai, Japan's-new am-
bassador to the United States,
departed for Washington Wed-
nesday night aboard United Air-
lines Flight 72.
A 15.000 pound Navy tractor
was airdropped at the South
Pole during Operation Deep-
freeze.
Temperiture at the geographic
South Pole is expected to reach
:20 degrees below zero in August.
VOTE TUESDAY. MAY 28
WHO VOTED TO INCREASE YOUR STATE
INCOME TAXES?
(The Present Representative)
WHO VOTED TO CHANGE THE
PRIMARY ELECTION TO MAY?
(The Present Representative)
WHO VOTED TO FREE THE GAMBLERS
FROM ALL TAXES?
(The Present Representative)
No Insurance to Sell and No RACE TRACKS
to gepresent!
VOTE FOR
Charlie
LASSITER
FOR
REPRESENTATIVE
CHARLIE LASSITER WILL SPEAK AT THE
COURT HOUSE SQUARE - 3:00 p.m. SAT.
MONDAY NIGHT OVER RADIO STATION WNBS
at 7:30 p.m.
A STATEMENT OF FACTS
by
MARY RUSSELL
WILLIAMS
for
Circuit Court Clerk
(1) Mary Russell Williams .
(2)
E
Please Vote For Me
This campaign is nearly finished and as I have visited
with you in your homes, your places of business, your fields and
your gardens, you have been extremely kind to me. For all this
I am grateful. I wish it were possible to visit and talk with every
one of you. I have certainly tried to do this; and I am still trying.
However, this campaign will close before I can see everyone. I
hope you will bear in mind that I am as anxious to see you, and
as interested in your vote and support, as if I were with you right
now talking this over face-to-face.
QUALIFICATIONS. I have always based my'first reason for asking you
to help me to be elected upon qualifications. My personal needs
and my desire for the active office have been my second reason.
There is no substitute for qualifications for any job to be done;
and this is particularly true of the functions of your Circuit Court
Clerk's office. You have been a•county of people to keep faith
with me. I am convinced this is a result of my being straight-for-
ward and frank with you. I value this trust so much that I shall
never break faith with you. It has been most heart-warming to
hear so many of you say that I have never given you cause to
regret your support and your help. It is upon this mutual ground-
work of understanding that I now make this statement of facts:
Question: What actual qualifications do I offer?
Answer: My training is a complete 4-year commercial
course, with a certificate of graduation, from the Masonic Wid-
ow & Orphans' Home School; and a diploma from the Commerce
Department of Bethel Womans' College. The funds for this ad-
ditional study were furnished by the Board of Education of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky. Free & Accepted Masons, as an a-
ward for the grades I attained while attending that school. My
experience in ALL phases of general office work, from file-clerk
to office management and business administration, consists of
thirty-three years. At least half of this time dealt with matters
of a legal nature. This, in my opinion, and I believe any lawyer
in Calloway County will verify my statement, is the type of ex-
perience one should possess to serve with competency and effici-
ency in your Circuit Court Clerk's office. If I were unable to offer
some measure of experience, to enable me to satisfactorily dis-
charge the duties of the office, I honestly feel that I would; in
that case, be putting my desire to win the office above my ability
to handle it.
-
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Questions Whit actual qualifications does the other Candi-
date offer?
Answer: If he has ever done any kind of office work, he
has failed to tell us about it. Therefore, it is to be assumed that
his training or experience in ANY phase of general office work
is NONE. I do believe that his qualifications, in his own field of
endeavor—the funeral profession—are splendid: and that he is
perhaps unsurpassed, by anyone in our county, to make him an
honorable and esteemed undertaker. However, this does not
qualify him to administer the Circuit Court Clerk's office, not
any moze than my training and experience qualifies me to ad-
minister his profession. I admit that I could not, because of my
need for that type of qualifications, serve in his profession. I am
just as honestly convinced that he is equally as unprepared to
serve in mine. This could be answered by claiming there is time
to learn the office. Again, I say: It requires a backlog of experi-
ence to properly handle this office. If anyone thinks I am mis-
taken, I invite you to ask any attorney in the in the United States.
The major functions of this office demand technical knowledge.
The minor functions such as issuing driver's licenses, could be
learned in a reasonable time, but that is merely a "drop-in-the-
bucket" compared to the handling of court records pertaining to
litigations in Circuit Court—all of which must must be handled
by the Circuit Court Clerk.
I hold no ill will against this fine young man. As a matter
of fact, I like him; and I give him credit where credit ist-dire. -
He is definitely qualified in his own line of work, but this is a
matter for applying the old adage: "Let every shoemaker stick
to his own last."
NOW, let us think this thing over a little further. If you
were planning to erect a brisk building, would you employ any-
one but a brick mason to do the work for you? Or, if you were
about to build a frame house, or a wooden structure of any kind,
would you give this job to someone who knows nothing of the
carpentry trade? I don't believe you would, because I think your
better judgment would dictate that you trust this type of build-
ing to trained hands. Don't you believe that every time you cast
a vote, for any public official, that your vote is building govern-
ment? Don't you further believe, that in order to build good
government, the persons you elect to fill our public offices should
be Chosen by the same rules that apply to the selection of the
persons you choose to build anything else for you?
NEED. I have stressed qualifications and I have emphas
iz-
e ed first-things-first. Now, I shall discuss my need
for the income from this office. Nothing I shall have to say about
this is to be taken as an appeal to your sympathy, but is simply
to set out the fact that I do need the job; and, with this, I con-
,tinue to insist that you consider qualifications FIRST and the
need for the job SECOND. If anyone's need to secure work is
greater than mine—then, my heart certainly goes out to you.
I did not quit a good-paying position, as the other candidate did,
in order to have time on my hands to run this race. On the con-
trary, I was forced to give up my work, in June of last year, be-
cause of ill health. Since regaining my health, I have made many
efforts to secure gainful employment. The answer I have receiv-
ed in every instance, has been about the same, namely: that my
qualifications are entirely satisfactory, but that unfortunately my
age is over 35. Ever since I started to work, at a very early age
in life, my circumstances have been such that it has always been
necessary for me to earn my own living. I don't mind telling you
that my entire savings have been spent dnring this period, of
almost a year of illness and unemployment. To tell you the whole
truth, I borrowed the money to pay the cost of this race. It is
necessary with me, the same as it is with you, to work for my
living; and _regardless of what anyone may tell you: I positively
do not have a job waiting for me in case Lam not elected.
I can, and I will—if elected—make you as good a
Circuit Court Clerk as if I were a younger person, This
age-requirement is one which I shall certainly be unable
to meet where this has been reason I have been denied
work. If you elect me I will PERSONALLY attend to this
office; and will keep the office open at all business hours.
Some of you have requested that I again state who my
family is: This I am happy to do. My parents: W. -P. (Dook)
Russell and Rosa Thurman Russell. My grandparents: W. K.
(Bill) Russell and Annie Payne Russell, also James M. (Niece)
Thurman and Mary Jane Hicks Thurman. My sisters and broth-
ers: Lucile Russell (now Mrs. Arthur Hargis): Boody Russell,
Era Russell (now deceased, the fornfer wife of Guthrie Roberts)
and W. P. (Dub) Russell. I am a widow and have one child, the
former Mary Frances Williams, now Mrs. Fred Owens.
SOLICITATION* I have presented this statement• of facts as honestly and as fair-
ly as I know how. There never has been, nor will there ever be,
a secret motive in my asking you to elect me. My faith in you
is such—that I know you will weigh this carefully—and that you
will vote according to what seems best to you. I shall deeply
appreciate and be humbly grateful for any kindness you, or
your family, may extend to me.
Oincerely, your friend,
Mary Russell Williams
"A11111111111111WIL----
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.74 per word filir one day, minimum of 17 words for 50c - Sc pe
r word for three days. Classified ads Sr. payable In sdvanca.
NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
ost half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. M27C
FREE' ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Stroud Upholstry Shop. M24C
Alum awnings for limited time,
any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
door, $199 installed. Home Com-
fort Co., 18th & Main street.
Illsne 1303. J15C
SINGER SEWING Macmoe rep-
resentative in Muray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ei. Plfane
2250-J. M24C
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The Ledger and Times is auth-
or aed to announce the following
p^ons as candidates in the
Democratic Primary, May 28,
19.57:
For clerk of tne Court of Ap-
peals: Doris Owens.
?or State Representative: Owen
Billington; Charlie Lassiter.
For Circuit Judge. H. H. Lovett.
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
Piessell Williams; James H.
For County Judge: Dewey D.
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
For County Court Clerk: Ran-
dall B. Patterson; Hafton C.
Garner.
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rich-
man; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A.
Doherty.
Tor Jailer: Willard Gordon;
Seth Cooper; Bryan Nanney;
Clyde Steele; Lee Carraway;
Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
For Magistrate, Murray Dis-
trict: K. B. McCuistsn; H. M.
Workman.
For Magistrate, Concord Dis-
E. C. Byerly.
Fqr Magistrate, Liberty Dls-
tact: Almon Willoughby; H.. C.
"Tamp" Ellis.
For Magistrate, Wadesboro Dis-
trict: Max Parrish.
For Magistrate, Hazel District:
Roy Poet.
For Cfrty Judge: William H.
"like" Dunn; Bob McCulston.
_
FOR RENT
FURNISHED four room duplex
apartment. Available Juno I
Call 1652. M27P
FOUR ROOM modern apartment.
Electrically heated. Available
June 1. Ronald Churchill. Phone
7. M24C
4 ROOM furnished house with
bath, Almo Heights, next door
to Tripp's Grocery. See Alden
Turner. 11125P
r HELP WANTED ,
-1
ASSISTANT 'OFFICE nig-jger,
male age 23-26, two years of
college. Bookkeeping and light
typing. Stengrapher, female, age
19-27. Jobs Unlimited, 3141/2
Broadway, Paducah. Ky. M27C
•••
_ I .e
David Brian has the role of a
scientist in Allied Artists' De
Luxe color hit "No Place to
Hide," now at the Varsity Theatre
with Marsha Hunt co-starred.
This film is showing as a double
feature with -Hot Shots," with
Huntz Hall.
i FOR SALE
LEAVING TOWN must sell our
home at 301 N. 10th. This•horde
is ideal for family with children.
Has 7 rooms including 4 large
bedrooms', 21/2 baths, ultra-mod-
ern kitchen with dish washer,
garbage disposal, exhaust fan.
built-in oven, surface units, and
gridle and automatic laundry
and dryer. Full basement with
central heat and air conditioning.
Lot 100x150 with over 20 shade
trees and many flowers and,
shrubs. This brick two story'
home was completely rebuilt in
1955. Available for occupancy
July 1. II interested please call
R. E. Moyer) phone 1848. TFC
ALL CHANNEL television an-
tenna with tower. $25. J. E.
Alexander, house 101, Orchard
Heights. M24P
A LARtE Rooming House on
S. 16th St. Nice living quarters
and $115 income. Near college.
Jones & Tatum, Gatling Build-
ing. Phone 78. M25P
FUR RESTYLING prices reduc-
ed. Slightly used fur coats suit-
able for restyling for sale. Mrs.
Baker. 410 South 8th, Mayfield,
Kentucky. M27P
ATTENTION cabin owners and
newly weds. Apartment size stove
in good condition. Will sell cheap.
Call Sam Traughber, call 2082-
W. M27C
CHEVROLET. 1955 V8 2 door,
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821.
TFC
SIX ROOM HOUSE with hot and
cold water, built-in cabinets,
hardwood floors.' gas heat • with
new gas heater, located on pavecl,
street two blocks of sthool. Own-
er leaving town. For quick sabe.
$3800.00. FIVE ROOM HOUSE
gas heat, new gas heater, built-in
cabinets, running water. Lot
105x208. For quick sale. $3800.
CORNER LOT on Ryan and 17th
streets. 75x1491/2ft. TWO LOTS
on illfth street. Each. lot. 771/2 ft.
front by 224 ft. deep. . W. H.
Brown Real Estate. Office 2042.
Pse,.ident 146. ITC
Rae Foley's new mystery novel
Nhl Ap un-=
r•n • r-rr:.' ^2 mu-tit-titer night. Garrit loAfrecl at teeted until someone waits tc
S elses iseuwed Tom Nora then, an oda exprese,on on kill me and then things g.
N.--2 „lunes as ne went out of tier face. "1 told them ne came wrong." She broke off a.s there
Nora .s room carrying the break. here to ask me to marry rum and were raised voices downstairs.
test tray She turrie„: to Nora am we re engaged." Stuart was shouting. iere'L
though about to r k a question "Garry, now wonderful! I'm so Captain Foote?"
and then changed . er mind. She glad. But what on earth shall I "He.went in to the village for
stripped the cove . - from the bed do without you?' lunch." Finn replied. "Waste up,
and turned the ma.tress, lips corn- "I won't be leasing right Stuart?"
pressed, her color heightened. away." The nurse added bitterly, "It's about Deming's testi-
She was furiously angry but she "The police will see to that." mony." Stuart said, his voice coid
d. "e't intend to talk about IL "Do they," Nora did not know 'with anger.
14 Nora watched her as she how to express it tactfully, "be- Before Garry could stop her,
ee,rkiet. For nearly a year the lieve you had anything to do with Nora had flung open the door and
nine had taken care of her: an this?" was running along the hall
given her. voluntarily and warm- -It's not me. It's Howard. Be- toward the stairs,
ly. m•ere care and attention and cause he dated That Girt. a few "W hat about rue?" Cousin
time than ware required of her. times. Though why they think Charles said calmly.
Of course, that might be because he'd push Mrs. Riddle-" She Stuart Ignored him, He was
of Nora's wealth but she had be- got restlessly to her feet .rid facing Finn. "Deming lied-in his
lieved that there was a genuine went back to making the bed, teeth on the wil.neas stand, in
liking in the nurselr attitude "I'll miss you," Nora said, order to cover up for Frank. Pot-
toward her. She had trusted her "You've been so kind." But have ter just got the truth out of the
Implicitly. you, she wondered. Have you? kid. He knew Cady, he'd seen a
And she didn't know her at all. Garry's hand paused in smooth- lot of her, he'd been to her cot-
Under that starched exterior, lag a blanket and then she Jerked tags. And he didn't have an alibi
Corry nourished a passion for it so hard ahe pulled it out at for the time when she was killed.
Howard Ives, who had. apparently, the bottom, "You don't need me He-'
been in love with Candy. How any longer, Miss Pendleton.. And Nora had come Into the living
had Garry felt about the other you'll be married won yourself." room but no one noticed her,
girl who had been so lovely, "Garry, what did Dr. Ruysdahl Finn and Stuart were watching
against whose radiance her own say about me when he came?" , Deming, who carefully put a
buxom vitality would have stood "You're getting along fine. But marker in his book, removed his
in little chance? How would I he wants you kept absolutely reading glasses and replaced them
feel, Nora wondered if that had quiet. And that reminds me, he with distance glasses. He ap-
happened to me? left some tablets you're to take." peered to be unmoved by Stuart's
It Was Garry who had brought She glanced at her watch. "Time revelation but Nora saw that his
. her Candy's photograph. When for one now." hands were shaking.
she had pulled the pillow off her "What kind of tablets?" He looked from Stuart, whose
face Garry had been hovering in "Just dome stuff to quiet your face was twitching with fury, to
the doorway between their rooms. nerves." Finn, who was staring at him
Garry, and only Garry, would "I won't take them." with incredulity. Then his eyes
have known that Olive had taken "Now. Miss Pendiston." fell on Tom Jones, who had
the blue velvet robe. "I won't," Nora said. "I won't. strolled in from the kitchen eat-
There was a tap on the door It's no use, Garry. He intends trig a doughnut.
and Tom called, "Here's the pull- to keep me doped the way I was "Tom!" he exploded. "What are
over." when Stuart was in Jail. So I you doing here? You are Leung
"Come In." Nora said In reply. can't talk to the police. Finn put paid to-be with Frank."
He opened the door, handed it him up to this. Where Is Finn? "Frank is too old for a nurse-
to her and went out again with a I'm going to tAlk to him." maid," Tom said, "and sooner or
wave of the hand. Nora slipped Before she could open the door later this was bound to Come
It on and found It much too big the nurse was beside her. "You out." He lunged and caught
but she liked the brave color, mustn't go downstairs. The police Stuart's arm. "Don't be a fool,
At length she said. "I'm sorry may still be here. And you're-- Young! Knocking Deming down
you are getting involved In our supposed to be resting." • May relieve your feelings but it
troubles, Garry. What on earth "But I'm not resting and rye won't solve anything."
have the police been asking you got to see Finn." Stuart looked at his clenched
all this time?" As the nurse The two girls measeired one an- fist, opened the fingers by an al-
tbeked In the corner of a sheet other silently and then C;arry most visible effort of will and
she added impatiently, "Oh, let capitulated. "I'll get Mr. Black his arm dropped at his side. "I
that go for now arid sit down." to come tip here." won't touch him," he said thick-
Garry slid so. -They asked me 911 stay until I've seen him," ly, "but make no mistake about
about everything under the sun. Nora said. "but that is as much it. Captain Foote is going to -
.'And when they got done they as I'll agree to." hear the whole story. Fd like to
started all over again. They did -Maybe he will change your see Frank where I've been this
that four times. But you can't mind," Garry said without any past year and you with him, you
make out what they are thinking inflection in her voice. "After perjurer:"
or whether they believe you." all, this is for your own protec- - - -
They had asked her how well tion, xou know." An offer of blackmail and a
she knew the druggist and how No licher! suddenly. "It's elap In the face await Nora,
he had happened to call that almost tunhy in a way. I'm pro- Ceintbitie Chapter 23 tomorrow.
Land Transfers
Edwin R. and Jesse Shoemaker
to Bobbie Wood, land.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to all
our many friends and neighbors
for the many deeds of kindness
shown us in the sudden passing
of our loved one. We also appre-
ciate the kind and sympathetic
worsts spoken by them.
We deeply appreciate all the
beautiful flowers and the sym-
pathetic words spoken by Rev.
Dickerson and Rev. Lax who
conducted the last rites.
We especially thank the Miller
Funeral- Home for the kindness
and sympathy shown in carrying
out all the funeral arapt..."--"-7 -
May God richly bless each and
eved one of you is our prayer.
The, Family of Roy Craig
1TP
a
ACCIDENT KILLS FIVE -
SCRANTON. Iowa VI -A two-
car colislori at an inter-section
near here killed five persons
Sunday night, four of them were
students at Omaha. Neb.. schools.
Two other persons were in-
jured critically • in the crash
- -
Trujillo Reelected
GENERAL Hector B TrujiRo Mo-
lina, reelected President of the
Dominican Republic, is shown
as he posed for an official por-
trait. In 1952 he succeeded his
elder brother, Generalissimo
Rafael L. Trujillo Molina to the
post, which is held for • five-
year term. (International)
NANCY
o o
New Pipe Developed
For Delivering Feed I
tittBA.PA, Ill.- Vs - Farmers
makt soon deliver feed to their
llv ocklt!through plastic pipe.
. M.I;IPeart, University of
Illiiois agricultural engineer, said
a feeder distributor system was
being tested that would enable
farmers to distribute feed through
a 11/2-inch plastic pipe.
The blower consists of two
counter - revolving wheels in a
housing, Peart said, that create
a wind blast in the feed pipes.
He added that if the system is
successful, tremendous changes
will ore& in livestock teeding
Distribution systems now in
•
use consist of various types of
mechanized bunk feeders run
by small electrie motors. The
most common type is a partially
enclosed auger that distributes
the feed along the bunk.
• APPRECIATION?
PETROSKEY, Mich. Re-
-
Uring Kiwanis Club president
Herman Meyer was swamped
with gifts of apprciation at a
special banqueL. They included
slacks without hands, 1956 eaten-
ders, socks with holes, dead bat-
teries, ticket tape, bent nails, gold I
-fish, and empty cigarette
and a broken bowling pin.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
AC ROSS
1-Spotted
7-Crown
13-Homan
fountain nymph
i4-Lad of choose
15-Depend on
1.--Intone
11-Clerical digTeo
' tabbr
Is
-Emmet
20-13moines rough,
as skin
n--Obser‘ e
el-Ceprinoid fish
23--Conjunction
24-Compass point
25-Box
26-Listless •
29-Fruit of oak
30-War god
31-Parcel of land
22-Bay window
'114-A parent
Opeolloq.)
3$-Employed
ZS-Oceans.
39-Tip
41-Pronoun
4.3-12n, outh person
43-Li5ht-haire4
44-Babylonian
sun god
66-Pretlx: not
46-Feeble
47-Braalltan
estuary
45-Nullify
56-Vigor
51-Prepared for
pica
13-Reciplents of
gifts
1-Run oft the
track.
S-Things to be
done
3-Animal skin
1
Anowor to Yest•roja vie Puzzle
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15
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$7
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Io
a•V
111
if
34
31
74:4
29
I„ Si
4. 49
52
ci
Dos a Om. •••••••••
6--(7hinese mil*
6-Every
7-Arrange In
fold/
1--Electrined
partirles
5-1,anish land
division
16-District
Attorney
(abbr.)
11-Make beloved
II-Up-to-date
17-11tarkman
20-Brutal
21-Speeks
. 1-Monstere
2::.-Spy upon
27-Swimn3a(
29-Indian
mulberry \
31-4.'olored
of bird11\
33-Raised
14-Heavenly body
34-Como into vise/ `
37-Pootponeo
35-Worke at
trad•
40-A state (abbr.)
43-1.enxert
44-Reveal
46-4 >hese
47-Writing
Implement
42-1.7n1r4ted man
(rellon
51- Negative
ELECT
Woodrow Rickman.. -
SHERIFF
CaPoway County
Democratic Primary
May 28, 1957
First Place on the Ballot
YOUR VOTE WILL BE APPRECIATED
NEMIIMML 
DOIIRT RULING FUTILE
TAMPA. Fla ft? - A Criminal I
Court jury found Dan V‘til-
limns guilty of stele:mg two glees I
doors .but deckled they .,were
worth less then the $50.11 the
miner • claimed. 'Theft of . $5•1
PAGE SEVEN
or more is grand larceny s'
the jury decided the doors wers
worth $49.99, reducing the charge
to petty larceny However, thl
judge delayed sentence because
Williams faces trial on another
14
 
*Teeny charge.' This one irivolv-
'Mg $85.
imomissimaimitmesaw
MURRAY LOAN CO.
606 W. Main St
"YOUR H 0 M
Telephone
E-OWNED LOAN CO.
OPEN  6:3t a
CALLOWAY'S
LEADING
DRIVE-IN
START AT DUSK
1 ,17.11161C..:,ig - •2 TECHNICOLOR 2
THRILLERS
COLOR IT
TECHNICOLOR
AP/ 2AM0U57
The true story of
the world's most
dangerous game
BULLFIGHTING
*PHI
Matador
CINeme.ScoPE
11
itsa.blesol'..:1:Wonains"T"....0.2natalg
r .
tat
SUN -MON. * FIRST RUN MURRAY *
SCIENCE-FICTION 9
THRILLERS
7- • 47%
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Corning For YOU!
NOTHING CAN
IKST11109 IT'
you CA11.4
[scarf IT'
COMING MAY 30 MEMORIAL DAY
Gigantic Aerial FIREWORKS Display
and Speed-O-Rama Double Feature
to M. I P. - A. lift
Weed how. %Mgr
AIME an' SLATS
kwa
THIS, GENTLEMEN - IS THE GRAND
PRIZE TO me WINNER OF T E
NUGGET SOAP SLOGAN
CONTEST. I ASK
'IOU-IS IT UNIQUE'?
IS IT EXCITING
HAVE 'IOU EVER
SEEN ANYTHING
LIKE 17 ?Q.
UNIQUE-YES: EXCITING -
DECJDEDLY!! BUT-IS IT
POSSIBLE ?° IS IT LEGAL
(GASP) TO GIVE  
THAT AWAY? •
"94,9"
•
DON T BE NAIVE; GLENDA GLANDULA
ISN'T PEOPLE -SHE'S AN INSTITUTION;
BESIDES whi01,7HIS iS THE KIND OF
PUBLICITY SHE ADCRfS, ALL SHE HAS
TO DO IS GET ENGAGED 70 714E
WINNER-PROVIDING HE'S
 
 A MAN??  
1.1L' ABNER
SINCE THE RETIREMENT
OF HENRY CABBAGE C_OD,
YOU'RE THE BIGGEST
NAME IN FISH, GROVER
WHALE. HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED RUNNING
FOR
PRESI-
DENT?
 
sTHOOGHT OF
I'VE OFTEN
TC)SSING M`i
HADDOCK
INTO THE
RING-
-U1' HOLY MACKEREL, THE
FISH BUSINESS NEEDS MEP.'
ONLY -SIGH.r.r- IT DOES GET
BORING.':'- I'VE SEEN
EVERYTHING THAT'S
EVER COME OUT OF
THE SEA.'?'-
1-24 ""---
ii„T. l., U 3 P.•
Cow eV 14 U.Pod $1.4.0* hhe
by Raebars Van Bares
THERE'S NOTHING TO
LOOK r(-)1RWARD TO!!
NO SURPRISES!!
NO THRILLS!?
4
-,4-.',4/6.44sealiglairwasaityra--4'`wiere
•
At
IINY Al Capp
 r
1
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PAGE EIGHT
Volkswagen'
Company On
The Market
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
4 United Press Staff Correspondent
BONN, Gerraany z _ The
squat, hump-backed Volkswagen
or "people's ear." which every
German dreamed of owning in
Hitler's day, is being kicked
around again as a political foot-
ball in Western Germany's 1957
election campaign.
Chance116r Konrad Adenauer.
announced last week that his
party will ram a bill through
Parliament turning the vast, own-
erlesi plant OVer to private own-
ership.
Shares in the 119-million dol-
lar concern 'will be offened on
the market a only $11.90 apiece
as an investment for millions'
of $seale‘srett 0Serec1iti - registration
will prevent big businegs from
grabbing control.
Adenauer's opponents brand
the project as a vole-catching
maneuver four months before
the September election. They
paint out that the Parliament
and probably the Supreme Court
must rule on ownership.
Catches Public Fancy
But, election stunt or not.
Adanauer's project has caught
the public fancy about this one-
time Nazi white elephant which
has become the chief symbol of
West Germany's post-war eco-
nomic recovery.
Volkswagen was the child of
H.itler's "strength through joy"
Leber front. Germans were told
they could • have a small car
far the unheard of price of $300
tjs which - tht?s• could scuttle
around the autobahns..
They paid on an installment
plan in --verse—pay now get
later. Tens of thousands were
dazzled by the idea or railroaded
into anteing up advance pay-
Imams, some deducted from
monthly pay packages.
- -
-•••
UNSUITABLE ANIMALS
FREEHOLD, N. J. Itis — War-
ren O'Hara won a $5,000 settle-
ment from James and Benjamin
Pascucci, owners of a Long
Branela food market, in a suit
in Monmouth County Court.
-CeHara's • suit charged that a
cat leaped on his dog's back
in the market and in the en-
suing rumpus he was thrown
to the foor and injured. Animals
are no longer allowed in the
Pascucci Brothers' store.
One Navy tractor moved 10,-
800.000 cubic feet of snow to
clear a sea ice landing strip for
planes arriving in the Antarctic
from New Zealand last October.
In all, about 336.000 Germans
put money into what turned
out to be one of the largest
scale confidence tricks in history.
So far as is known, not a single
investor ever took delivery of
his car
The money paid in advance
was used in part to build the
Volitc.ictoesee tahnet --et Wolgobe.
but World War II intervened
and the factory switched straight
to turning out a jeep-like runa-
bout for the Nazi army. .
• Money Never (seated
All told, the Nazis collected
about 90-million dollars. The
money supposedly was banked
in "Account No. 21,706" -of a
bank in what is now the Soviet
sector of Berlin. The money
has never, been located. Even
if it were, it would be almost
valueless today because of war-
time inflation and post-war cur-
rency reform.
Allied bombings reduce(' the
plant to a shambles, but in
1947 British military authorities
encouraged the Germans to get
back into production.
The plant. o nly eight miles
west of the Soviet zone border,
had to be rebuilt from the
ground. Today it is a vast layout
employing !come 25,000 persons.
It is now turning out cars at
a rate of more than 1,000 daily
and the export model is now
seen throughout the world
STARKS HARDWARE
Paint your house now and save with our
special prices on Kur fees House Paints!
Ti- 7: :DEAL 2-COAT SYSTEM 71
EVERKLEEN PRIMATROL
self-cleamng controlled penetror,on
HOUSE PAINT PRIMER
$5.65 Per gal $5 .65 Per gal.
• White and 13 colors
• Brushes on easily
• lead-free, fume-proof
• For priming only
• Fills, seals and hides
• Only one coat needed
RANCH - FARM - DAIRY
Exterior White
$410 PER Gk..
CLOSE OUTS IN
ENAMEL - FLAT WALL PAINT
OUTSIDE PAINT
Graham To
Start On
TV Saturday
n. By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK IS — Evangelist
Billy Graham, riding the crest of
,tne of his most successful cru-
sades, will branch out to network
TV starting next week.
Graham will face off against
NBC-TV's Perry Como and CBS-
TV's Jackie Gleason when he
launches the first of a four-week
60-minute Saturday night series
on ABC-TV this June 1. The
competition doesn't seem to have
him worried.
"Weil just take the left-overs,"
said Graham with the hint ofia
smile. "Maybe one or two people
will switch over. Whatever time
period you have, you're going
as low 50c per quart
Ask for details about KurfeesNEW BLISTER PROOF House Paint!
Paint your house, fence,
garage, barn or any
wood structure . . .
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT
STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th & Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. Phone 1142
•-•
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to be up against something any-
way.
"Originally, we were thinking
in terms of Sunday nights," con-
tinued Graham. "But that would
hive put us up against Steve
Allen and Ed Sullivan. Woe figur-
ed that might be too much."
Base of Crusade
The 38-year old Graham, cur-
rently embarked on a campaign
to whip up religious interest in
New York, will beam his TV
show right from Madison Square
Garden, home base of his crusade.
"We're not going to change
anything for TV," he said. "Pm
just going to preach right at the
camera. You might say I have
an advantage over other,' show
people because it's not the speak-
er that counts, it's what the
speaker is saying. And this is a
message people are hungary for."
Graham, who had syndicated
TV show of his own for three
years. was critical of religious
programs on TV.
"f don't think the church has
prsiperly utilized TV," said Gra-
ham. "TV is the greatest medium
for getting a message across, but churches should use the most
the church is failing miserably modern methods. After all,,, the
in getting its message over. The message doesn't change, only the
TV programs I've seen are of method of communication."
inferior caliber.
Has Program Idea
"I have an idea for program
myself although I must ..ay some
of my associates are somewhat
in dispute with me about it
would be a kind of religious ex-
travaganza.
'You'd have an orchestra and
a glee club like ered• Waring'-
to sing the old hymns. The whole
program would t e done with all
the flair of popular shows. You'd
have a five to eight minute skit
emphasizing a moral or spiritual
truth.
"You'd have an interview with
Roy Rogers or Vice President
Nixon or what have you that
would emphasize spiritual mean-
ing. And then maybe, five min-
utes of preaching right at the
camera. No longer than that.
'It would take a lot of money
and a lot of faith and probably
would run into some ecclesiastical
criticism, but I'm convinced the
VOTE TUESDAY, MAY 28
The Military Air Transport
Service is the world's largest air-
freight carrier. In 1956 MATS
flew 5,80,000,000 ton - miles of
cargo and mail for its one cus-
tomer. the Defense Department.
FRIDAY — MAY 24, 1957
Indian rhinoceros horn, reduced
to powder, brings as much as
$150 a pound. Many Asiatics
believe the horn has wondrous
powers for solving almost any
probem, meMal or physical.
4
VOTE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOR
VOTE FOR A WEST KENTUCKIAN
Miss Doris Owens
Wickliffe, Kentucky
For
Clerk Of the Court °f A ppeals
•••••
ELECT LEO CARRAWAY YOUR JAILER
SOBER
HARD WORKING
COURTEOUS
HONEST
STATISTICS
BORN: Feb. 26, 1909
EDUCATED: Kelley School
MARRIED: Hollis Jackson
Jan. 15, 1927
CHILDREN:
Joe Pat Carraway
William Noby Carraway
Ralph Carraway
Mrs. Harold Jones
Since the 18th day of February, 1957, Leo Cara-
way has been actively campaigning for the office of
Jailer of Calloway County.
We, his friends and neighbors have watched with
great interest his progress toward being elected to this
office.
He has conducted an honorable and a fair cam-
paign and has made every effort to see as many Callo-
way County people as possible.
We do not 14low whether he has seen yu person-
ally or whether NI has campaigned with you for this
office, therefore, We have paid for this space in this
newspaper in order to recommend him to all good citi-
zens of Calloway County as your next Jailer.
'We have known Leo Carraway all of his life and
have been closely associated with him as neighbor, busi-
ness associate, and in church. We know him to be honest,
industrious and believe him to be your best choice for
Jailer of Calloway County.
OUR REQUEST OF YOU IS THAT YOU IN-
QUIRE OF HIS FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS AND WORK-
ING ASSOCIATES AS TO HIS QUALIFICATIONS FOR
THIS OFFICE AND WE WILL BE SATISFIED WITH
YOUR DECISION ON TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1957.
DEPENDABLE
GOOD NEIGHBOR
FARMER
FATHER
PLATFORM
GREEN COURTYARD
CLEAN REST ROOMS
COURTEOUS SERVICE
NEAT COURT HOUSE
FAIRNESS TO ALL
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES
WHEN HE IS ELECTED HE HAS PROMISED TO KEEP THE AMERICAN
FLAG FLYING AT ALL PROPER TIMES IN THE COURT YARD
Written and Paid For By Friends and Neighbors Of Leo Carraway
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